Meeting Minutes - 2017 Acquisitions Interest Group In Person Meeting

Friday April 7th @ 8:00am
2017 Evergreen International Conference

AIG Development Wishlist

- [https://goo.gl/vKPyJn](https://goo.gl/vKPyJn)
  - Detailed review of the current wishlist
  - Wish list items reordered based on current relevance
  - Highlight bugs which have been fixed since our last meeting

Acquisitions Future Development / Web Client

- Prioritize moving Acquisitions into Angular “The Angularization of Acquisitions”
  - Identify current bugs or wish list items which can be fixed during this process
    - Interface bugs
      - Column added to development wish list spreadsheet
      - Action - Christine will add comments to these specific bugs in Launchpad
    - Revisit “business decision” type bugs after Acq is in Angular

Bug of the Month

- Many AIG members are not subscribed to the Cataloguers Listserv so they have not seen the Bug of the Month posts
- Bug of the Month history has been added to the AIG wiki page
- Christine has noticed the “heat” has increased for many of the featured bugs

Acquisitions Interest Group Wiki page

- Visit this page for AIG updates

Acquisitions Listserv

- The group discussed the need for an Acquisitions specific listserv
  - Many members are not cataloguers and the bulk of the messages are not relevant to their work
  - We are anticipating an increased amount of Acquisitions specific communications during the “Angularization” of the Acquisitions module in the web client

IRC Meetings

- The group discussed holding regular IRC meetings again but decided it is not required at this time
- May revisit this option in the near future